NOTES:
1. MATERIAL: 0.048 SHEET STEEL WITH TEXTURED
   PUTTY FINISH
2. BOTTOM COVER: 0.125 ALUMINUM PAINTED
3. ENCLOSURE MEETS NEMA 12 SPECIFICATIONS
   AND GASKET MEETS UL-STD-94, FLAMMABILITY STANDARD
4. INDUCTIVE JOYSTICK PER CTI SPECIFICATION
   REF. B761702
5. SWITCHES RATED FOR 5-MILLION OPERATIONS

ORDERING INFORMATION:
M80X3-N24 BASIC MODEL WITH 3 SWITCHES
M80X9-N24 3 SWITCHES WITH 1 LED
M8093-N24 BUS MOUSE (9 PIN MINI DIN CONN.)
M80P9-N24-2B PS/2 (2 BUTTON EMULATION)
M80P9-N24-3B PS/2 (3 BUTTON EMULATION)
M8019Q-N24-MSOF SERIAL (RS232) MICROSOFT
   EMULATION (SEE DWG. B811610 FOR CABLE DETAILS)
M80D3-N24 DEC INTERFACE
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